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 Big Ben Medal Cover Update 

I refer to the earlier news item in early August relating to speculation surrounding the 
illustrated stamp/label combination featured on the planned Big Ben Cover. We have now 
had it confirmed by Royal Mail that a special Business Sheet was commissioned from the 
Business customised range of stamp sheets by Royal Mail who then used these gummed 
stamps/labels for the commemorative cover.   

 

No sheets are available separately so the only way to obtain this stamp/label combination 
is to part with the £14.95 being charged by Royal Mail (+ postage) It is available from 
Tallants House. (27/09).  

 UniversalMail Customised Stamps Update 

Earlier this month we reported on 13 new Customised stamp strips from UniversalMail, 
the licensed provider of customised and personalised stamps for the international letter 
and postcard market. I was fortunate to talk to their MD during the STAMPEX show who 
confirmed that, to date, they actually had not produced and personalised versions of these 
stamps for external clients and that their focus in the UK had shifted from marketing the 
personalised versions of these stamps to the customised versions - i.e. stamps with local 
or tourist appeal featuring customised images and themes. The original set of ten strips 
featured well known landmarks and tourist destinations in and around London and their 
2nd edition extended this to regional parts of the UK.  
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Original and reprint of the London Day strip 
showing differences in stamps and header layout 

What I had not realised until speaking to Steven Scott of The Strand Stamp Centre, also at 
the show, was that the original issue had been reprinted in May 2009 some with subtle but 
visible differences, notably the white strip between the Union Flag and image was 
approximately twice as wide in the reprints - apparently increased in size at the request of 
Royal Mail to separate image and flag. Also notable are layout and stamp changes as the 
pair of strips above illustrate.  The original print run is now completely sold out as are the 
reprints. Many dealers would have overlooked this subtle change so it may be worth 
hunting for these before they disappear completely. It is possible that strips showing the 
narrow white band between flag and image may still be available from tourist sales 
outlets in London but they are going to require some tracking down! (27/09) 

 STAMPEX update 

I was fortunate to be able to attend the recent STAMPEX event, visiting the show on the 
Thursday to coincide with the Royal Mail briefing held at the nearby Hilton Hotel. I was 
surprised by the lack of visitors to the show the numbers looked to be well down on past 
years. This may be symptomatic of the on-going uncertainly in t he economy or 
something more worrying. From a personal viewpoint I thought the format is becoming 
slightly "tired" with little in the way of new interest or innovation. With one or two 
notable exceptions, Bletchley Park Post Office and The Stamp Centre aside, few had 
anything on offer for the Smilers sheet collector. The Royal Mail Instant Smilers booth 
trundled out the perennial pair of Hello and Union Flag sheets which I do think was a 
great missed opportunity for Royal Mail. 
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The Royal Mail briefing was slightly more interesting for the Smilers sheet collector with 
news of some interesting developments due to appear in the New Year which will be of 
interest to the customised sheet producers and personalised smilers sheet collectors alike. 
The detailed information is currently under a Royal Mail embargo so I regret I cannot 
share too much at the moment. I can reveal that there was no mention of a Smilers For 
Kids release planned for 2010 which may mean that commercially, these have not been 
the success that Royal Mail had hoped for, or maybe they just do not feature on Royal 
Mail's radar screen as yet. (27/09) 

 Surely it's not Christmas already! 

I don't know about you but I find that Christmas seems to start earlier and earlier each 
year! It's quite a bizarre feeling returning from ones summer hols to find that there are 
Christmas trees and decorations in the shops. I guess in these recession-hit times the 
pressure to start Christmas in say April is ever more present, if you will pardon the pun.   

 

AG Bradbury has announced his festive contribution in the form of a new Customised 
sheet in their History of Britain Series - No 45 to be precise - and a little gem of a sheet it 
is.  Featuring the 1st class Christmas stamps from the announced Stained Gall windows 
Christmas set due out in November, Adrian has cleverly, in my opinion, matched the 
stamp to the sheet theme by including in the sheet design Victorian engravings of 
fourteen of England's most famous cathedrals, with stained glass images on the stamp 
labels. With a limited edition of 750 sheets these should be easier to track down than 
Adrian's previous sheet - the Zulu War - which I am told is now a sell out! (17/09)  
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 More Customised Stamps from UniversalMail 

A little under a year ago Universal Mail entered the deregulated British postal service 
market by providing so-called Personalised Stamps for use on international postcards and 
letters. For some months this event went unheralded by the Philatelic press who 
eventually woke up to this fact earlier this year. Universal Mail is a New Zealand based 
company who have built a successful position in the deregulated New Zealand postage 
market and who have replicated this model here in the UK.  Their first personalised 
stamps were issued in strips of 5 stamps printed on self adhesive paper and printed by 
Enschede, featuring various tourist views of London. Ten different strip designs were 
produced and 10,000 of each strip printed. It would appear to be a winning formula 
because according to Universal Mail their 1st Edition of Personalised stamps has now 
sold out and they have now launched what they are calling their 2nd Edition stamps. 

    

Comprising thirteen new strip designs, and incorporating a couple of new regional 
stamps, the 2nd Edition features various scenes from around the British Isles with an 
additional strip depicting London Landscapes. Full details of all stamps are available to 
view at their website http://www.universalmail.co.uk/ and also listed in our 
UniversalMail Personalised Stamps section. Despite their retail success to date, not many 
dealers seem to be stocking them, and we have had one or two people enquiring about 
these. When we last enquired both Rushstamps and The Stamp Centre had stocks of these 
but if you want to catch up with the First Edition you had better be quick! (13/09) 

 Concorde 001  

The Westminster Collection are producing a new, gummed Business customised stamp 
sheet featuring the British Designs Concorde stamp which was recently added to the 
range of stamps available for use with Business Customised Stamp Sheets. The sheet 
celebrates the 40th Anniversary of the first flight of Concorde 001 on 1st October 1969. 
The sheet is priced at £19.99 and is from a limited edition of 9,500. The sheet is currently 
available for purchase from Westminster on-line and our guess is that it will be issued 
either later this month or early October. Westminster are also producing a coin cover 
featuring this stamp/label combination, priced £24.95. (08/09) 
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 The Midland Railway  

Benham’s latest customised stamp sheet features the Midland Railway, No. 5 in a series 
of stamp sheets depicting Great British Railways. The Midland grew to be the second-
largest of the pre-grouping companies serving the Midlands, Manchester and the North 
West, Merseyside and eventually Scotland. Its distinctive red livery - 'Midland Red' - 
marked it out as a proud company, which put the comfort of its passengers first and built 
the grandest and most impressive of London termini, St Pancras, from a numbered 
Limited Edition of 500. (01/09) 

 

 Anglo-Zulu War sheet from Adrian Bradbury 

Adrian Bradbury has released details of his latest History of Britain customised stamp 
sheet (No. 46 in the series) which marks the 130th Anniversary of the Anglo-Zulu War. 
An interesting combination of design, graphics and colour make this sheet stand out and 
we have no doubt that this sheet will be popular amongst collectors. Given its limited 
print run of 250 it is sure to be sell-out within the next few weeks or so. We recommend 
that you get yours while you can. (30/08) 
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 Ridgewood Smi)ers - Two new sheets announced  

Ridgewood Designs announce the release of two new customised stamp sheet designs in a 
continuation of their limited edition series which can be bought on-line or by mail order 
through this web site. The 250th Anniversary of Kew Gardens sheet is due out next 
month followed by a striking sheet featuring the Magic of Minerals, issued on the 
occasion of the 50th Anniversary of the foundation of the International Mineralogical 
Association Commission on New Minerals and Mineral Names, founded in 1959. More 
details on both theses sheets together with details of how to order them is available at our 
Ridgewood Smilers page. (28/08) 

        

 Portsmouth Historic Naval Dockyard  

Buckingham Covers have announced another superbly designed customised stamp sheet 
featuring the Historic Naval Dockyard at Portsmouth, home to the Mary Rose, HMS 
Victory and HMS Warrior, appropriately adorned with 10 x label/stamps from the Flags 
"White Ensign" issue. This sheet is from a limited printing of just 500 sheets and given its 
additional thematic appeal, should sell out quickly. (28/08) 
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 Royal Mail launches its Olympic Bid!  

At a major press release on Monday 24th August 2009, Royal Mail announced no less 
than 30 new Olympic and Paralympics stamps to be issued in three sets of 10 stamps, 
depicting various sports to be featured at the 30th Olympiad, to be held in London in 
2012. Thirty stamps for the 30th Olympiad! 

The most interesting if not disturbing thing about this news for us Smilers collectors is 
that as part of this new issue, Royal Mail will also issue this first set of 10 stamps in a 
Commemorative Sheet format, to be issued on 22nd October 2009.   I say interesting 
because this represents something of a new departure for Royal Mail in that this will be 
the first time a brand new set of stamps will be issued in Commemorative Sheet format 
simultaneously with a conventional set of stamps. 

 

I also confess to being somewhat disturbed (as many of you have commented on in the 
past) but unless I am mistaken I cannot see the difference between this Commemorative 
Sheet and the early Smilers sheets (e.g. Stamp Show 2000) which also featured a set of 10 
brightly coloured stamps and labels in gummed format, albeit for less than half price of 
the Commemorative Sheet. When these Commemorative Sheets first appeared last year 
we were told that the Commemorative sheets were intended to be used to celebrate those 
events or anniversaries that had not made the normal stamp issue programme and that no 
new stamp designs would be used.  Not so it seems and either I am being very cynical or 
this is just another Royal Mail invention to print money!!  (25/08) 
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 ...and yet another sinking feeling for the Aussies 

To celebrate England's Ashes victory, Bletchley Park Post Office is producing a limited 
Edition (50) Themed Smilers sheet to commemorate this historic moment.  Now, I don't 
normally get excited about cricket but this will no doubt go down to history as one of 
England's finest moments in the sport.  I watched it from Moscow on my Slingbox and 
even I was hooked!! Well done to the England Ashes team. (24/08) 

 

 Sinking of the Tirpitz... 

Buckingham have announced another platinum edition (low print run) Business 
Customised sheet due out on 30 November 2009, the last for 2009 we are promised. It 
commemorates the 65th Anniversary of the sinking of the Tirpitz, German battleship on 
12th November 1944, by British Lancaster bombers - 617 Squadron (Dambusters). 
(24/08) 

 

 Castles of Scotland and MonacoPhil Smilers sheets revealed 

The final two Smilers sheets in this year’s stamp programme are revealed completing a 
bumper crop of generic and commemorative sheets in 2009. The one big disappointment 
for me is that Royal Mail seems to have forgotten about the origins of Smilers sheets - 
personalised stamp sheets with tabs on which we have printed our favourite child, dog or 
person. Not one new personalised stamp sheet this year and the only issue to feature this 
is the Christmas issue at the end of November. Like the London bus that featured on the 
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first set this year, you wait all year for one to come along and suddenly six arrive all at 
once. (10/08) 

 

 

 Big Ben Medal Cover from Royal Mail 

Royal Mail will be issuing a special commemorative medal cover, produced in 
partnership with the Royal Mint, to mark the 150th Anniversary of Big Ben. The cover 
will bear a stamp/label presumably from the forthcoming Big Ben Commemorative Sheet 
together with a medal struck by the Royal Mail and featuring the face of Big Ben.   

 

I say "presumably" as I assume the stamp/label shown on the cover artwork is an artist’s 
impression as it differs from the stamp/label depicted in the commemorative sheet 
artwork. The later shows the self-adhesive definitive-sized Smiler stamp and large 
rectangular label rather than the gummed format shown on the cover.  The medal cover is 
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priced at £14.95 and is available from Tallant's House from 18 September 2009. Should 
be available at STAMPEX. (08/08).  

 Christmas 2009 

Royal Mail have released the design for the Christmas 2009 Smilers sheet, which this 
year, for the first time, will  include four of the specially designed Christmas stamps, 4 x 
2nd, 4 x 1st, 2 x 56p and 2 x 90p. The theme is stained glass windows with both label and 
stamps featuring the theme. The sheet also features verses from Chapter 1 of St. Luke’s 
Gospel, the Christmas story   

 

No details have been released regarding the customised versions of this sheet. If last 
year is anything to go by we could expect to see variations in both background design 
and sheet format. Our guess would be: 

Rectangular label format 

o 20 x 2nd 
o 20 x 1st 
o 10 x 1st (also available in double pane format) 
o 10 x 56p (also available in double pane format) 
o 10 x 90p (also available in double pane format) 

Circular label format 

o 20 x 2nd 
o 20 x 1st 

Another stunning sheet from Royal Mail. More details as and when we have more to 
share. (09/08). 
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 .. and another four sheets spotted! 

I am indebted to a number of eagle-eyed contributors for sending me details of the 
following new customised stamp sheets which have appeared over the past week. They 
are:   

o Vulcan to the Skys (Bletchley Park Post Office)  
o Fire and Rescue (Benham)  
o Royal Naval Uniforms (Benham) 
o STAMPEX - Autumn 2009 (PTS) 

      

      

The first three are on sale now at the respective websites of the sheet producer whilst the 
STAMPEX sheet will be issued to coincide with the first day of STAMPEX on 16th 
September 2009, to be held once again at the London Design Centre in Islington. 

For further details please see our Customised Stamp Sheets pages (06/08)  
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 New Customised Stamp Sheets from AG Bradbury 

Adrian Bradbury has announced two new customised stamp sheets, both of which are on-
sale from Adrian's web site at www.bfdc.co.uk.  The first, a limited printing of 250 
sheets, celebrates the life of perhaps one of the Great British Prime Ministers of the 
Victorian age, William Gladstone. The second features a literary figure from the same 
period - Sherlock Holmes, from a limited printing of 750 sheets.  I strongly recommend 
you order your Gladstone sheet now because judging by Adrian's previous 250 limited 
edition sheet, it will sell out very quickly! (01/08) 

       

 Three more Customised Stamp Sheets 

Three more customised stamp sheets have been announced recently from various 
sources. They are:  

o 18th Maccabiah Games (The Stamp Centre) 
o Sourav Ganguly (Bletchley Park Post Office) 
o The Pillar Box through the Ages (Benham) 

             

For further details please see our Customised Stamp Sheets pages (18/07). 
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 Buckingham's Flying Scotsman Customised Stamp Sheet 

Spotted on a Buckingham electronic magazine is the first image of Buckingham's latest 
Customised Stamp Sheet which marks the 75th Anniversary of the Flying Scotsman's 
World Steam Record. From a limited edition of 1934 sheets the sheet is reportedly 
available in August.  (08/07).  

 

 Fire and Rescue and Royal Naval Uniform from Bradbury 

Two new Business Customised stamp sheets are available from AG Bradbury 
www.BFDC.co.uk priced £28.99 incl. postage. They are Fire and Rescue due August 
and Royal Naval Uniforms due September and probably timed to coincide with Royal 
Mail's issue of the same name at Autumn STAMPEX (04/07).  

            

 Latest Smilers News from Royal Mail 

Royal Mail has released images of their latest Generic Stamp sheets and Commemorative 
Stamp sheets which go on sale later this year and we are able to share the following 
images with you as provided by Royal Mail. In addition to the Thaipex Sheet featured 
earlier this month and which goes on sale on August 3, Royal Mail have released initial 
images of the Italia 2009 generic stamp sheet which goes on sale on 21 October and a 
Monacophil 2009 sheet which is due for release on 4 December 2009 (image embargoed 
until August). Two new Commemorative Stamp sheets are planned for the autumn; the 
first due on September 18th celebrates the 150th Anniversary of Big Ben whilst the 
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800th Anniversary of the Cambridge University is the subject of the Commemorative 
Stamp Sheet due out on 7 October 2009. (01/07) 

 

Italia 2009 - 21 October 2009  

                       

Big Ben - 18 September 2009          Cambridge University - 7 October 2009  

Keep Smi)ing!   


